
Zebra Class
Wednesday 23rd March 

Dinosaurs



Read Write Inc Phonics

Please join in with these videos for your phonics lesson today.

1. Fred Frog Game: https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/yZo5yp2a/E6sXWpBL
2. Word Time Reading 1.7 lesson 2:  

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/m2VEmuq1/OvFwGNZA
3. Word Time Spelling 1.7 lesson 2: 

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/k9fjzCrM/AeSrw41i
4. Red words: https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/hqJ14hpX/tcPHbLu4

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/yZo5yp2a/E6sXWpBL
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/m2VEmuq1/OvFwGNZA
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/k9fjzCrM/AeSrw41i
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/hqJ14hpX/tcPHbLu4


Writing
Please start by watching the video of the wonderful story ‘Stomp, Dinosaur, 
Stomp!’again https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ADqdWSJ6Dt0

Today we would like to you write sentences to describe the ankylosaurus. Think about 
what it looked like and what it did with its body.  There is a Read Write Inc sound mat in 
this pack to help you. Remember to say the word that you want to write out loud and 
listen really carefully to the sounds. Count the sounds on your fingers.  Then look for the 
letters that match these sounds on the  sound mat. If you have a printer, you can print 
the dinosaur paper to write on, but any paper will be  fine. 

Please spend around 20 minutes writing.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ADqdWSJ6Dt0








Maths (20-30 minutes)
Halves

• Join in with this writing numbers song by writing down each number. You can pause the video if 
it is going too fast for you: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DzKqCmjVXLI.

• Then watch this Sesame Street video: Where has half of my 
sandwich gone? 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bo_svGP-iO4

• Next watch Mrs Rich’s video, where she will read a story called ‘Give Me Half’ and show you 
examples of what halves  of objects look like. She will also tell you about the activity for today: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mr09DmtUwxM&feature=youtu.be. There are examples of 
halves on the next  few pages before the final maths activity for today.

• Then look at the shapes. They have all been divided into two pieces, but not all are equal 
halves. Write yes or no in  the boxes to show if you think that half of the shape has been 
coloured in. There is one challenge level today.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DzKqCmjVXLI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bo_svGP-iO4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mr09DmtUwxM&feature=youtu.be


What is a half?

This is one whole pizza.

The pizza has been cut into 2 halves.
Each piece is the same size.

This is one half of the pizza.

The next few pages are slides from Mrs  

Rich’s video, to remind you about halves.



These foods have been cut in half.



Are two pieces always half?

Are the two pieces the same size?
Would both customers have the same amount of pizza?

The chef has cut the pizza into two pieces.



half a 
square

half a triangle

half a circle



Look at these shapes and 
say if half is coloured in. Write 
yes or no in the  boxes, or on 
a piece of paper, if you 
can’t print the sheet.

Remember that the white 
part and the coloured part 
need to be the same size to 
be halves.



Music

Please click on the link to join in with this  
dinosaur song:

We Are The Dinosaurs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5SmeQwkjTLY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5SmeQwkjTLY


P.E.
Please click on this link for a dinosaur themed  

Cosmic Yoga session:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ISX9DSK4uEk

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ISX9DSK4uEk

